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              Visit FanDuel.com/playsafe for tools and resources to help you stay in control of the way you play.
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                To view this video please enable JavaScript, and consider upgrading to a
                web browser that
                supports HTML5 video
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                  We're live in North Carolina
                  

                  
                    Get In On the Action
                    
Get $250 in Bonus Bets 
When You Place Your First $5 Bet!
                  

                  
                    Learn more about this offer
                    Join Sportsbook
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                    DON'T JUST BRACKET, BET IT
                    
Get $200 in Bonus Bets 
if your first $5 bet wins!
                  

                  
                    Learn more about this offer
                    Join Sportsbook
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                  Nothing Beats Winning 

                    
200 spins means 200 chances at the #1 Feeling: Winning. Plus, get up to $1000 back on any first-day net loss.
                  

                  
                    Learn more about this offer
                    Join Casino
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                  March Madness Prop Bets 2024

                  
                    FanDuel Sportsbook is your home for Men’s Baskeball props. Find hundreds of prop bets throughout the 2024 NCAA Tournament, from Selection Sunday to the Final Four.
                  

                  
                    Learn more on FanDuel Research
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            Explore the world of FanDuel sports and gaming

            The best place to bet on sports, play online games, and build your team.
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                  Bet on all your favorite sports

                  Go to Sportsbook[image: ]
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                  Play all your favorite table games and slots

                  Go to Casino[image: ]
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                  Draft a winning team every week

                  Go to Fantasy[image: ]
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                  Bet on live horse races

                  Go to Racing[image: ]
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                  Play against real people for cash

                  Go to Faceoff[image: ]

                

              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            The content you love
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              FanDuel TV is a whole new way to enjoy everything FanDuel. That includes your favorite celebrity hosts, betting content, and more! All to enhance your sports betting and race day experience.

              Watch now[image: ]
            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            Where can I play?

            	Sportsbook
	Retail Sportsbook
	Casino
	Fantasy
	Racing
	Faceoff


            PRODUCT

            Sportsbook
Retail Sportsbook
Casino
Fantasy
Racing
Faceoff


          

          
            

          

          
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                
              
            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            How to play
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                  Place a bet[image: ]

                  Learn how to place a sports bet. Understand bet types and odds so you can make your best bet.
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                  Play casino games[image: ]

                  Learn how to play your favorite casino games. From slots to blackjack, you'll be a pro.
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                  Draft your team[image: ]

                  Get your fantasy team started. Research players, draft a lineup, and play with friends.
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                  Pick a pony[image: ]

                  Learn how to bet on horse racing. From picking a pony to reading the odds.

                

                
              

            

          

        

      

    
    
      
        
          
            Why FanDuel?

            FanDuel makes every moment more. You're not just watching the game, you're a part of the action! Here's what you can do with FanDuel:

          

          
            Sports betting

            FanDuel makes sports betting easy. You can bet on games, players, and even the color of the Gatorade! You can even check out NFL team odds, NBA team odds, MLB team odds, or NHL team odds to see who's the favorite.

          

          
            Casino games

            FanDuel's state-of-the-art online casino offers online blackjack and online slot games. There are also online table games and Live Dealer Games that let you play with a real dealer.

          

          
            Fantasy sports

            Ever dreamed of managing a team? FanDuel makes fantasy easy. Whether you're playing Fantasy Football, Fantasy Baseball, or Fantasy Basketball. We've even got Fantasy Hockey, Fantasy Soccer, Fantasy Golf, and Fantasy NASCAR.

          

          
            Horse racing betting

            If the track calls you, FanDuel's the place! We've got everything you need for horse racing betting. Plus you can check out odds for all the big races, like Kentucky Derby Odds, Preakness Odds, Belmont Stakes Odds, and Breeders' Cup Odds.

          

          
            Watch and play

            FanDuel TV lets you stream sports and original content from anywhere. It's like having your favorite sports bar right on your computer or phone.

          

          
            Stay informed

            FanDuel isn't just about playing; it's about learning too. With FanDuel Research, you can read up on the latest NFL news, NBA news, MLB news, NHL news, and even College Football news. It's also easy to catch up on all the odds, whether it's NFL Odds, NBA Odds, or College Football Odds.
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